The generators of braid group BN are 6., 6.- 1 (8) such tbat all elements are erpressed by these rour generators,
II.. = 6...-1 11 1 6.-..+1 •
Yang-Baxter Equation
In an N-body quantum system with particle labelled by i = 
Here O"ii is an element rrom permutation group. The action of O";i is interchanging particle indices i and i, and 0" 0 Rii = R-(i) -eil 00". From a constant solution Rof Yang-Baxter equation
we have the monodromy construction of braid group representation (usually reducible),
In this paper, however, we use another definition of braid group relations, as follows, 
BiiBJJ:Bi; =B;"BiiBjlt I and it is apparent that bIJ = Ba..+l.
Hopping-Symmetric Normal Braid Group Representations
We give the representations of braid group realized through fermi creation and annihilation operators cf (with i = 1,2,···. N runs over all rermions), and clasSify them according to their character equations.
The general solution B'i to braid group relation (15) is
Bii =-1+Ni+Nj+%ocTcj+Ztcict+%2NiNj, (16) where Nt = c;ei and ZOo ZI and %, are arbitrary complex numbers. We will limit ourselves· to hopping-symmetric solutions, i.e.,
or equivalently %1 = -%0 in this section. This consideration is from the fad that the hopping of fermions to left and right should have the same ~ossibility.
3
The general solution in equation (16) can be parameterized (baxterized [13) ) by the trigonometric baxterization theories (and we will closely follow the theory developed in [14, 15, 161 , because the authors are familiar to the work of the Nankai-Lanzhou gToup), The baxterization depends on the character equations of these braid group representations. Therefore it is useful to classify the solutions according to their numbers of eigenvalues or their character equations.
The Case of Two Eigenvalues
The solution should satisfy the character equation
and we have three solutions. This solution will be remembered as Pi;, whiCh is t.he permutator (or pure hopping hamiltonian) of this system. It can be verified that .
Pii PjJ: = PI"Pi): = PiJ:Pij ,
PiJP;I:Pij = Pi" .
An important property of Pi; is that it inierchanges the fermi operators at sites i and i:
which are nonlinear solutions. These two solutions are special cases of a more general solution with three eigenvalues, as can be seen in the following, and so will not be discused in detail.
The Case of Three Eigenvalues
The solutions that satisfy the following character equation have three eigenvalues B~ +c,Bf i +GlBij +Go = 0 .
We have three of such solutions when 
When Z2 -2 and Zo = ±1, the above solution identifies with (24).
The Case of Four Eigenvalues
The solution to the character equation
gives
The four eigenvalues are -1,1 + z" ±zo. This is a general solution where there are two free param eters, zo, z,. Note that here 2:, t:-0, -2 or the character equation (29) reduces to (28) or (19).
Trigonometric Baxterization
First, we give a brief review of the parameterization theory of the braid group representations to get solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation with spectral parameter:
where
Given that a braid group representations with m distinct eigenvalues Ai with i = 1,2", ',"m and obeys a charader equation (reduction relation)
;=1
then the braid group representation can be expanded via the projectors
;-=1
T~e trigonometric baxterization gives the solution of Yang-Baxter equation as follows
1=1
where A.(x) are m runctions to be determined, upon the requirement called standard initial condition
5 It is easy to see that when z = 1 
The Case with Two Eigenvalues
We treat the permutator solution only, in that other two solutions will be special cases of the so,lution with three eigenvalues. The baxterization to the permutator solution is rational, and the result reads
The Case with Three Eigenvalues
The undetermined functions are
where Ai with (i =1,2,3) take distinct values in the set {-I, Zo, -xo}.
Solutio~s are found when Al = -1, A, =Zo and A3 = -ro, or ~I = -1, A, = -Zo and ~3 = %0.
respectively
and
It should be Doted that the ba.xterizations of these two solutions are red.ueed, in that they do not satisfy the initial condition (we have rescaled the solution to prevent zero result). This situation often happellll in trigonometric baxterization. when there are a pair of eigenvalues of braid group solution with opposite values.
Another solution which satisfies initial condition is found when ~t Xo. ~2 = -1 and ~3 = -xo.
and in the following. we will refer it the XXZ-solution of braid group. this solution. as can be seen in the fonowing, gives rise to an integrable fermion model which is turned into the spin-t XXZ model, under lordan-Wigner transformation.
We have DOW two reduced results
• When Al = -1. ~2 = :0 and ~3 = -2:0. we have solution
. (45) • When At =-1. ~2 = -Xo and ~3 = %0. we have
We have now two reduced results
• When ~1 = -I, ~2 2:0 and ~3 =-%0, we have solution.
R.j(%)
It is worth noticing that this solution has another simple initial value, namely
and so
• When ~1 = -I, ~2 -Xo and ~3 == %0, we have
The solution with rour eigenvalues resists the trigonometric baxterization. We get only some reduced results, and we will give their asymmetric counterparts in the next section. The authors believe the parameterized form of this solution with standard initial condition should involve elliptic runction.
4 Hopping-Asymmetric Normal Solutions and Baxterization
In this section, we will extend the above obtained solutions by eliminating the artificial constraint of hopping-symmetry (17). When 2:0 -%1 the results in th~ following will reproduce the results in the previous sections. We separa:te the discussions into two subsectiollll regarding to the numbers of eigenvalues. ' 
The Case of Three Eigenvalues
The set of eigenvalues is {-I, J-%02:1o -J-2:1XO}, and there are two free parameters in the solution of braid grouP. namely 2:, =-2 or %2 =' :"1 ± J-2:12:0 .
(52)
• %2 = -2 and ~1 =. 
• %2 = -2 and ~1 == -I, ~, =V-%l%O and ~3 -J-Xl%O then the result of baxterization
which is reduced. Another solution with ~1 = -I, ~2 =-v'-2:1Ztj and ~s = v'-%1%0 identifies with (56) under the transformation % -+ -% -1.
• %2 =-1 ± V-%I%O and ~t = -I, ~l =V-.2:12:0 and ~3 = -V-%I%O we get solutions 
The Case of Four Eigenvalues
The'set of eigenvalues is P•.2.3... } and '\1 y'-%I%O,'\' = -1, '\3= (1 + %,), '\" = -v'-%1%0 .
(59)
We obtain four independent nduced solutions. 
%3
%" 
e(%) = (%, -2)(% -1)(%,z + z, 4). 
and the result of baxterization is
And it is worth-noticing that this solution is linear.
6 Quantum Algebras
Yang-Baxter Algebra

A Yang-Baner algebra T(R) i, an a"oclative ,alge6ra generated by
{I,t;{.:\) , i,;= 1,2, ... ,n} that ,ati,fy the following algebraic relation
R(.:\p-l)1(.:\)®1(p) 1{p)®1{:\)R(.:\p-l),
1I1/aere T= (t;P»un' Following the convention of quantum inverse scattering method, we call the space V ® V the auxiliary space and the representation space of T(R) the quantum space.
The representation of Yang-Baxter algebra 1{R) in linear space W is a linear map p: T-+ Enc{W) in W, where p is algebra homomorphism and satisfies 
R(.:\p-I) p7(.:\) ® p7(p) =p7(p) ® p7(':\)R (:\p-l)
Then it is obvious from equation (11) that RP) itself is a representation of Yang-Baxter algebra. As (11) ca.n be rewritten into
where the index 3 of the original R-operator belongs to the quantum space, and FR(;'\) = R(;'\) will be called the fundamental ~presentation of T(n). which we call the upper and lower triangular R-operators, respectively. It is easy to see
and the following decomposition applies
ZOZ ZOZ
The corresponding Yang-Baxter algebra has an apparent fundamental representation, namely,
FRP) = R(':\).
Talcing z,'y -0,00 in(74), we have
We assume that the Lax-operator (in lingle particle picture) has the same decomposition relation, 1 _
where L* are well-defined (this decomposition is similar to the contraction operation in the theory of the classical Lie algebra). Then we should have 
This is a Yang-Baxter algebra and will be denoted :F t , as it is obtained from fermi operator valued Yang-Baxter solutions.
The fundamental representation gives a representation for the above algebra, as we pointed out, which reads explicitly
Zo Zo Zo
Another realization of the above algebra is
The fermi operator algebra is recovered if we identify that If = Nand M= 1 -N and N2 = N when the realization in equations (83) is recovered. This is a generalization of the. fermi operator algebra, and therefore we denote it F, algebra, spanned by the generators C=, iI and if.
' F" and F, as Quantum Super Bialgebras
The algebra homomorphism (coproduct) that gives a consistent map from ilingle particle picture to mu/tiporticie picture, or
6.iJ: P -6.iJ (P) = PIPj , Thill algebra bears a grading property. If we give each of the generators a grading factor, namely
then the algebra homomorphism gives the tensor representation of :Ft. Due to this grading property, this ill a lIuper bialgebra.
We write explicitly the coproduct of :F f in realization (84), Le., F f algebra, It should be noted that this representation gives a consistent quantum bi-algebra structure only when %1 -%0. The relations read N-M) ii-it ,
%0 -%0
Now we take a homomorphism such that if = 1 N, hence the above relations reduce into
• %0-%0 and the ordinary fermion algebra is recovered when %0 -" 1: 
(98) Let 1£ denote V 1 ® V 2 ® •.. ® VI'I and Vo the auxiliary space, then Li(~) E End(Vo ® Vj) can be embedded into End;Vo ® 1£) in a trivial way, and the embedded operator will also be remembered as L,{~). Let monodromyoperator be
we have
Hence 1{~) is obviously a representation of T fR.). As 1{~) is a.ctually analogous to the multiportic/e repruentdtion of universal enveloping Lie algebras, we will call1{l) a multiparticie representation of 
we get algebraic relations for A, B, C and D with spectral parameters % and y. We list all the relations in Appendix and in the following we apply only a few of them.
Conserved Currents
From (B.9) or (B.ll) we have
with % E C constitute a family of commuting quantities, i.e.,
[t(:r), t(y)] = [A(:r), D(y)]
-[A(y), D(z)1 o.(108)
Reference States
\
There are two candidates of the reference ,tide,
on-which the monodromy operator acts as a tri4ngutar operator. We will select the second state in (109) as our reference state.
It is important to observe the actions of A, B, G and D on reference ,tate and for this end, let us give expUeiUy the action of Ro;(z) (where 0 indicates the auxiliary particle, and i the oi1!erTJed ,ariiete on the reference state.
.=1 .1:=1
where * is some nonzero operator-valued coefficient.
Compare (113) and (104) we see that 
Hence G(%) acts on the reference state as an annihilator, but 'B(%) and C(z) as eigen-operator. As we will show in the following, B(%) acts in the role of a creation operator.
7'.4 Bethe Ansatz State
The Bethe wats state is defined as
Noticing that B(ld and B(l,) are commuting, therefore it can be seen that the spectral param eters in the Bethe ansatz states are in equal positions, i.e., the states are independent or the order of the spectral parameters. This observation is very important. In the standard way (making use of equations (B2), (B6) and (BI4», we obtain the action of t(A) on the Bethe ansats states; 
with e(*) = (*) + i(*).
The algebraic Dethe ansatz requires that the Dethe ansatz states serve as the eigenstates ort(~).
i.e., ~e must have (for each j = 1,2, ,·"n)
Mi(*) + Mi<*} =0,
or explicitly, n G(A-l~i») (~;~IA2'''''~n) = ~+(~) ( II dp-I~t) , 
where Li(~) = Ro,P) and the transfer operator 
and so [t(l)r 1 tt(l) = K U +1(I) . 
